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Processional-Entrance of the Peers, from Iolanthe .._Sullivan
UNIVERSITY OF ORE;GON BAND
JOHN STEHN, M.S., Director
Invocation
VICTOR PIERPONT MORRIS, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Dean, School of Business Administration
Greetings from the State Board of Higher Education
MRS. E. B. MACNAUGHTON, B.A.
Member, State Board
Conferring of Degrees
THE; PREsIDENT OF THE; UNIVERSITY
Charge to the Graduating Class
HARRY KENNETH NEWBURN, B.E., A.M., Ph.D.
President of the University
Oregon Pledge Song ._._ _ _._ _ _._ Evans
UNIVERSITY OF ORE;GON BAND
Recessional-March, from The Queen of Sheba._ _.Gounod
UNIVERSITY of OREGON BAND
LESTER LERoy BOWERS, B.A.
Eugene; History
EUNICE M. BOYD, B.A.
Hazelton, Idaho; English
DONALD GRANT BOZORTH, B.S.
Eugene; Geology and Geography




CHARIS FEARS BRADT, B.S.
San Diego, Cal.; Anthropology
MARGARET ORR BRIGGS, B.A.
Eugene; English
JAMES LoRD BRONSON, B.S.
Eugene; English
NORMAN WELLS BROWN, B.A.
Eugene; History
MARION ELIZABETH BURLINGHAM, B.A.
Forest Grove; Economics
ALAN DEWITT BUTTON, B.S.
Hood River; Biology
ALFREDO LOPEZ CACERES, B.S.
Portland; Biology
JACK HARRY CAIRNS, B.S.
San Francisco, Cal.; Chemistry
BETTY BUSCH CALDWELL, B.S.
Oregon City; Biology
R. W. CAMPBELL, B.S.
Portland; Anthropology




Roy J. CARLSON, B.S.
Portland; History
JANET MAE CARPENTER, B.A.
Eugene; History
NORMAN FRANCIS CARRIGG, B.S.
Portland; Biology
BEVERLY JUNE CARROLL B.S.
Portland; General Social Science
NATALIE FRANCES CARTIER, B.S.
Tacoma, Wash.; Psychology
GLORIA SIRoUHI CARTOZIAN, B.A.
Portland; Romance Languages
DOYLE KEITH CASEY, B.S.
Medford; Political Science
BARBARALEE JACOBS CHANEY, B.S.
Baker; IIistory
LORRAINE JEANETTE CHENEY, B.A.
Eugene; History
BRUCE ROBERT CHENOWETH, B.S.
Portland; Biology
C. KEITH CLAYCOMB, B.S.
La Grande; Chemistry
I'>rgrrrs Q:onfrrrrd on ~unr 15, 1917
)5accalaurrate Bcgrees
College of Liberal Arts
RUTH AUGUSTA ABRAHAM, B.S.
Amity; Sociology
GEORGIA ELLEN ADAMS, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
MYRLE CLAIR" ADAMS, B.S.
Klamath Falls; Psychology
ROBERT PIPER AIKEN B.S.
Salem; Political Science
JEAN AVON ALEXANDER, B.A.
Forest Grove; Romance Languages




MARILYNN LE" AMBROSE, B.A.
Portland; Sociology
ARLO DUN ANDERSON, B.A.
West Branch, Iowa; Mathematics
CHARLES EDGAR ANDERSON, B.S.
Aberdeen, Wash.; Biology
FRANC"S M"ADE ANDERSON, B.A.
Aberdeen, Wash.;
Geology and Geography
R. T. AND"RSON ~.J}.A.
Mt. Horab, vv is., Psychology
MALCOLM KNAPP ANDR"SEN, B.S.
Eugene; History
WILLIAM EDWARD ANDREWS, B.A.
Eugene; English
CLARENC" J. ATKINS, B.S.
Canby; Chemistry
EDWARD F. AUSTIN, B.S.
Portland; Economics
KEITH W. BACON, B.A.
Springfield; Political Science
WILLIAM ROBB BAIRD, JR., B.A.
Eugene; History
EVELYN RUTH BAKER, n.s.
Merced, Cal.; History
PETER N. A. BARKER, B.A.
Eugene; English
DOROTHA JEAN BARRATT, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Education
MYRON ALBERT BASS, B.S.
Cheney, Wn.; Biology
LILLIAN B"NVENUTA BASSO, B.S.
Sacramento, Cal.; Sociology
FRANCES HELEN BENNETT, B.S.
Bend; Biology
AUDREY A. BERDINE, B.S.
Jennings Lodge; Sociology
FRANCIS KYLE BERRY, B.S.
Portland; Biology
REX S. BONNSTETTER, B.S.
West Bend, Iowa; Biology
MADGE ANDERSON BOOMHOWER, B.A.
Eugene; General Science
* Honors in English. Thesis: John Redford's Wi' and Science.
JANET EILEEN FIELD, B.A.
Hood River; Psychology
WILLIAM ARTHUR FISHER, B.S.
Albany; Biology
JEANNE FITZINE FITzGERALD, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
MARIAN S. FONG, B.S.
Sacramento, Cal.; Sociology
ALAN CHANDLER FOSTER, B.A.
Oakland, Cal.; English
BETTY JEANNE FREY, B.A.
Medford; Sociology
BRUCE BRADFORD FRYE, B.S.
Eugene; History
WILLIAM C. GALLOWAY, B.S.
The Dalles; Mathematics
ELIZABETH JANE GEARHART, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Education
JOHN H. GEIL, B.A.
Wichita. Kansas; Economics
THOMAS W_ GERITY, B.A.
Maupinj English
PATRICIA ANN GHOLSON, B.S.
Tigard; Nursing Education
JOHN WHITTENS GIERHART, B.A.
Eugene; Geology and Geography
FRITZ H. GIESECKE, B.A.
Portland; Germanic Languages




NANCY LOUISE GLOOR, B.S.
Berkeley, Cal.; General Social Science
EDITH GOLDSTEIN, B.A.
Portland; Sociology




ELIZABETH JOAN GREENE, B.S.
Oakland, Cal.; Economics
JOHN M. GREY, B.S.
St. Paul, Minn.; Biology
PATRICIA ANN GRIFFIN, B.A.
Piedmont, Cal.; English
H. W. GUSTIN, B.S.
Medford; History
HARRISON B. HALL, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
ROBERT IRWIN HAMILTON, B.S.
Topanga, Cal.; History
CORRINNE CROFT HA~-1MER, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
JEROME WILLIAM HANDSHUH, B.A.
Eugene; Chemistry
H. LEE HARRIS, B.S.
Halsey; Biology
MARCILLE H. HARRIS, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
JOHN LANDIS HARTIG, B.A.
Beverly Hills, CaL;
.Germanic Languages
IRMA LEE HASLOP. B.S.
Portland; Psychology
WINDOM L. HAVENS, JR., B.S.
Portland; Biology
NORMAN RAy HAWK, B.S.
Eugene; :History
PHYLLIS VIRGINIA HAWK, B.S.
Eugene; History
MARY MARGARET CLEMONS, B.S.
Caldwell, Idaho; Sociology
GENE B. CONKLIN, B.A.
Wallowa; Pohtical Science
PATRICIA JEAN CONTRYMAN, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Education
DOROTHY E. COOPER, B.S. .
Sacramento, Cal.; Nursing Education
THOMAS H. S. CORBETT, B.S.
Tiller; Political Science
ELIZABETH JANE CORKRAN, B.A.
Portland; Sociology
W,LL,AM FRANCIS CRAIG, B.S.
Walla Walla, Wash., History
CATHERINE CROMBIE, B.S.
Mc!1innvile; Political Science
ROBERT DAVID CURTIS, B.S.
Eugene; Anthropology
PATRICIA JUNE DARBY, B.S.
Portland; Political Science
DOUGLAS G. DAVIDSON, B.S.
Eugene; Physics
DOROTHY WATSON DAVIES, B.A.
Portland; Romance Languages
DOROTHY ANN DAVIS, B.A.
Ashland; Political Science
W,LL,AM R. DAVIS, B.S.
Portland; General Science
J. GILBERT DEARDORFF, JR., B.S.
Eugene; History
ELIZABETH CATHERINE DECOU, B.A.
Eugene; Romance Languages
LEOLA ROSE DEFFENBACHER, B.A.
Eugene; English
LUELLA LOIS DERRETT, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Ed ucation
DOUGLAS JAMES DONAHUE, B.S.
San Gahriel, Cal.; Physics
EDNA CLAIRE DORLES, B.A.
Portland; English
BETTY PHELPS DUNLOP, B.A.
Portland; History
WILLIAM BRYCE DYER, B.S.
Coos Bay; Economics
DOONE ECCLES, B.S.
Hood River; Nursing Education
ELIZABETH ANN EDWARDS, B.S.
Portland; Political Science
GENE DONALD WHITCOMB EDWARDS, B.A.
Eugene; English
DOROTHY FRANCES ELSTON, B.S.
Leaburg; Nursing Education
ELEANOR ELIZABETH ENTLER, B.A.
Seattle, Wash.; English
JEAN ALICE ERICKSON, B.S.
Longview, Wash.; Nursing Education
MELVIN WALTER EVANS, B.S.
Portland; Biology
MARY KATHERINE FAIRCHILD, B.A.
Bend; English
RAVMOND L. FARMER, B.A.
Salem; History
JOYCE LEE FARNHAM, B.S.
McMinnville; Sociology
DORIS FRANCES FASSETT, B.S.
Eugelle; Sociology
DONALD Ross FAULKNER, B.S.
Seattle, Wash.; Biology
J. H. FEWELL, B.S.
Vancouver J Wash.; Biology
GLORIA MARIE FICI<, B.A.
Portland; History
* Honors in Sociology. Thesis: A study of three types of living organizations, co-operative
house, dormitory, and sorority.
HARRIET HAWKINS, B.S. BEVERLY JEAN JONES, B.A.
Salem; Psychology Medford; Sociology
MARY ANNE HAWKINS, B.S. GALIN ELMER JORDAN, B.A.
Portland; Nursing Education Eugen; Classics
ROBERT D. HAYS, B.S. BEATRICE KING, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology Portland; History
LoLA MAY HEAGNEY, B.A. NINON ODILE KING, B.A.
Portland; Psychology Ashland; Psychology
BILLIE WEST HEDGECOKE, B.A. VERNON RoscoE KISABERTH, B.S.
Chico, Cal.; English Eugene; Biology
EDYTHE WARE HEINTZ, B.S. V,RG,N,A F. KIZER, B.A.
Eugene; Sociology Harrisburg; Psychology
ROBERT W. HELMICK, B.S. MARENE AUDREY KJELMYR, B.S.
Harrisonville, MO.j General Science Portland; Nursing Education
DONALD LAWRENCE HELSETH, B.A. ROBERT PRESTON Kopp, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology La Grande; Geology and Geography
RUTH MARGARET HERD, B.S. ADELINE JEAN KORISH, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Education Portland; Nursing Education
JAMES S. H,CKEY, JR., B.S. URICK M,CHAEL KRASNOPOLSKY, B.S.
Portland; Economics Portland; Biology
LYLE C. HILDRETH, B.S. LAURENCE R. LANGSTON, B.A.
Portlandj Economics Eugene; Biology
LAMAR B. HILTON, B.S. ELIZABETH ANNE LAYMAN, B.A.
Salt Lake City, Utah; Biology Smith River, Cal.; English
FLORENCE LOUISE HINTZEN, B.A. HARRY LEE, B.S.
Portland; English Portland; Biology
HELEN JEAN HODGIN, B.S. PHYLLIS CAROLINE LEHMAN, B.A.
Eugene; Sociology Portland; English
GORDON A. HOGAN, B.S. KAy LOUISE LESLIE, B.A.
Eugene; Psychology Oswego; English
Z. JOANN HOLSTAD, B.S. tJAMES V. LILL, B.A.
Portland; General Social Science Eugene; English
BARBARA JANE HOOD, B.A. CURTIS KENT LINK, B.S.
Klamath Falls; Economics Eugene; Mathematics
OAKS HOOPER HOOVER, B.S. ELIZABETH JANE LOMBARD, B.S.
Boise, Idaho; Biology Klamath Falls; Psychology
ARTELIA E. HOUSEHOLDER, B.A. WILLIAM E. LoTZ, JR., B.S.
Berkeley, Cal.; English Eugene; Biology
BERNE MARTIN HOWARD, JR., B.S. GLADYS ETHEL LUND, B.S.
Portland; General Science Eugene; Nursing Education
BETSY WOOTTON HOWARD, B.S. EDNA M. LUTTRELL, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology Lexington; Sociology
JAMES KENNETH HUBBARD, B.S. EDWARD THOMAS LYONS, B.S.
Spokane, Wash.; Chemistry Redmond; Psychology
RICHARD F. IGL, B.A. J. MALCOLM MCCALLUM, B.A.
Klamath Falls; Economics Eugene; Political Science
-BETTY NADINE INGEBRITSON, B.A. MARY Lou MCCULLOUGH, B.A.
Portland; History Portland; Economics
MARJORIE NOLL IRVINE, B.S. MILLARD F. McFARLAND, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Education Cottage Grove; Economics
V,RGINIA IRWIN, B.S. ANN MCGILLICUDDY! B.S.
Canby; Nursing Education Eugene; Psycho ogy
JOAN JACOBBERGER, B.A. KEITH BRISTOL MCGILLIVARY, B.S.
Portland; English Klamath Falls; Biology
THOMAS W. JAMES, B.S. V,RG,N,A McMuLLEN, B.S.
Portland; Biology The Dalles; Nursing Education
SARAH ELIZABETH JEFFCOTT, B.A. DONALD P. McNEIL, B.A.
Tualatin; General Arts and Letters La Grande; English
RICHARD JAMES JOHNS, B.S. GoRDON R. McREARY, B.S.
Pendleton; Biology Portland; Sociology
ELGEON LAVONCE JOHNSON, B.S. DAVID MURRAY MACDoNALD, B.S.
Eugene; Physics Farmington, Conn.; Biology
EUNICE M. JOHNSON, B.S. DONALD L. MACK, B.A.
Portland; General Social Science Eugene; Chemistry
IRENE PAGE JOHNSON, B.S. JOHN PERRY MALCOM, B.A.
Portland; Nursing Education Gresham; Political Science
JUNE FLORENCE JOHNSON, B.A. CAMERON AGUSTUS MALLORY, B.S.
Po,tland; Sociology San Anselmo, Cal.; Sociology
TERRENCE F. JOHNSON, B.A. PAUL JOSEPH MARCOTTE, B.A.
Portland; Biology Portland; English
• Honors in History. Thesis: On Law in the Summa Theolog,ca of St. Thomas Aquinas.
t Honors in English. Thesis: The old man in Middleton's plays for Pauls.
DELLA M. MARTIN, B.S.
Merrill; Chemistry
MILDRED BERNICE MENDENHALL, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Education
FRANCES JANE METTLER, B.S.
Portland; Psychology




ROBERT LEWIS MITCHELL, B.S.
Portland; Political Science
*JEAN AVIS MOE, B.A.
Hood River; Romance Languages
PATRICIA GLADYS MORAN, B.S.
Vernonia; Sociology
JOSEPH NAPAILA MORRIS, B.S.
Portland; Biology
ROBERT TEASDALE MORRISON, B.S.
Portland; Sociology
DONALD GORDEN Moss, B.S.
Portland; Psychology
MARTHA ANN MOULD, B.S.
Portland; History
SHIRLEY L. MULTHAUF, B.A.
Beaver; Biology
WILLIAM CLARENCE MURRAY, B.A.
The Dalles; Political Science
MURIEL FRANCES MUSICK, B.S.
Eugene; Biology
EILEEN V. NEAL, B.S.
Molalla; Nursing Education
JANICE HERRIN NELSON, B.A.
Salem; History
REED HERRIN NELSON, B.S.
Salem; General Science
REBA S. NICKSON, B.A.
Los Altos, Cal.; English
JOHN C. NOBLE, JR., B.S.
Lake Grove; History
GENEVIEVE SPEELMAN NORTON, B.S.
Eugene; Biology




LEONA H. ORMOND! B.S.
Eugene j Socia ogy
LYLE E. OSTLUND B.S.
Everett, Wash.; Biology
YVONNE OSWALD, B.A.
Redding, Cal.; Romance Languages
MARGARET E. OTT, B.S.
Portland; History
ELVIRA HEBERT PANTENBURG, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Education
LEONARD SPENCER PARKINSON, D.S.
Franklin, Idaho; Biology
RONALD STANLEY PAUL, B.S.
Eugene; Mathematics
CHARLES ALVIN PAULSEN, B.A.
Portland; Biology
BARRARA DURBIN PEARSON, B.A.
Portland; English
PHYLLIS A. PERKINS, B.A.
Baker; English
BETTY HARRINGTON PETRRS, B.S.
Coos Bay; Biology
PEARL A. PETERSEN, B.S.
Portland; Mathematics




BETTIE LORETTA PLOTNER, B.A.
Portland; Sociology
DANIEL OLIVER POTTER, B.S.
Portland; Political Science
CHARLES FRANCIS POWERS, JR., B.S.
Portland; History
tLUELLA ELIZABETH PRESCOTT, B.A.
Eugene; English
JAMES P. PRICE, B.A.
Portland; English




DOROTHY JEAN RASMUSSEN, B.S.
Rockaway; Sociology
CONSTANCE C. REED, B.S.
Silverton; Nursing Education
RONALD PARKER REED, B.A.
Silverton; Political Science
MARJORIE L. REEVES, B.S.
Salem; Sociology
NEAL FRANCIS REGIN, B.A.
San Francisco, Cal. j History
MARTHA J. REIS, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Education
BETTY Lou REYNOLDS, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
CHARLES A. REYNOLDS, B.S.
La Grande j Economics
ROBERT E. REYNOLDS, B.S.
Portland; History
OWEN RIVERS RHOADS, JR., B.A.
Portland; Germanic Languages
HARRY M. RHORER, JR., B.A.
Eugene; Economics
HIBBARD ELLSWORTH RICHARDSON, B.S.
Eugene; Geology and Geography
ROSE M. RINELLA, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Education
JOYCE MATTHEW RITZDORF B.S.
Springfield; Political Science
ALBERT EUGENE ROBERTS, B.S.
Grants Pass; Geology and Geography
RUTH LEE ROBERTSON, B.A.
Eugene; Sociology
A. RAYMOND ROCKSTROM, B.S.
Zillah, Wash.; Biology




HERBERT EDWIN ROSENBAUM, B.S.
Los Angeles, Cal.; Biology
MARILYNN ROWLING, B.A.
Eugene; English
JOHN LLOYD RUBLE, B.S.
Portland; Economics
DONALD T. RUSH, B.S.
Medford; Biology
LOUIS R. SALINARDO, B.A.
Roselle Park, N. J.; History
NANCY Lou SAMPSON, B.A.
Eugene; English
CHARLES LOUIS SAUVIE, B.A.
Portland; Economics
CURTIS KEETLEY SAXTON, B.S.
Corvallis; Economics
PEARL VOLLENWEIDER SAYLES, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Edu.cation
* Honors in Romance Lan¥uages. Thesis: The Racinian male lover.
t Honors in English. ThesIs: The plays of John Lacy (1621·1681).
·V,RG,N,A M. SCHOLL, B.S.
Vancouver, Wash., Biology
ROBERT LEROY SCRIVNER, B.S.
Heppner; General Social Science
WANDA ELIZABETH SHAW! B.S.
Klamath Falls; Socio ogy
ROBERT FRANKLIN SHELLEY, B.A.
Portland; English
PETER ROG]!:R SHERMAN, B.S.
Portland; Mathematics
JESSE ARNOLD SHOTWELL, B.S.
Portland; General Science
G. W,LL,AM SHUPE, B.S.
Portland; Biology
NORMA ROSE SIMS, B.A.
Portland; SoclOlogy
MARJORIE JEAN SKORDAHL, B.A.
Nampa, Idaho; Romance Languages
ALFRED A. SMITH, B.S.
New York, N.Y.; Chemistry
DONALD G. SMITH, B.S.
Pilot Rock; Political Science
PATRICIA ANN SMITH, B.A.
Seattle, Wash.; English
PAULINE M. SMITH, B.S.
Corvallis; Political Science
JAMES H. SODEN, B.S.
Eugene; History
MURIEL MARIE SPEAR, B.A.
Portland; English
DORIS LUCILE SPEAROW, B.A.
Portland; English
HARVEY LEVERNE SPECK, B.S.
Eugene; General Science
PATRICIA KATHERINE SPENCER, B.S.
Portland; Psychology
ALMA F. STARVICH, B.S.
Coos Bay; Nursing Education
STUART HUGH COLLINS STEVENSON, B.S.
Aberdeen, Wash.; Biology
CHARLES J. STOUT, B.S.
Portland; Biology
MARJORIE ORA STOUT, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Education
J. M. STUBBLEBINE, B.S.
Oregon City; General Science
WALLACE FORAN SUTHERLAND, B.S.
Portland; Biology
MYRL FRANCINE SYKES, B.S.
Portland; Mathematics
GENEVIEVE VANDERVLUGT TACHELLA, B.S.
Pendleton; Nursing Education
MARJORIE ELAINE TAYLOR, B.S.
Sacramento, Cal.; Sociology
JAMES B. THAYER, B.S.
Carlton; Economics




MARTHA LOUISE THORSLAND, B.A.
Eugene; English
MARJORIE TIMANUSJ B.S.
Kansas City, Mo.; Sociology
V,RGINIA IRENE TOMKINS B.S.
Salem; General Social Science
HOMER J. E. TOWNSEND, B.S.
Gresham; Psychology
R,CHARD LERoy TRETHEWAY, B.A.
Canby; Economics
ROBERT E. VANBRUGGEN, B.A.
Portland; Germanic Languages
JOHN THOMAS VAN HOUTEN, B.A.
Portland; Biology
BEATRICE LOUISE VINCENT, B.A.
Portland; Sociology
RUTH ELOISE WAHLGREN, B.S.
Eugene; Sociology
GENEVIEVE HELLIWELL WALD, B.A.
Portland; Sociology
ELIZABUH GILSTRAP. WALKER, B.A.
Eugene; English
WILLARD D. WASHBURN, B.A.
Eugene; English
MARY LANDRY WASMANN, B.A.
Honesdale, Pa.; Sociology
KEITH RAY WATSON, B.S.
Studio City, Cal.; Psychology
THOMAS WYNNE WATT~ JR., B.S.
Portland; General ;::,cience
ESTON GORDON WAY, B.S.
Phoenix; History
BARBARA L. WEISZ, B.A.
Medford; English
ZELLA MAE WELCH, B.S.
Coronado, Cal.; Nursing Education
MARY LOUISE WELSH, B.A.
Troutdale; English
CATHRYN ROHRS WENCKE, B.A.
New York, N.Y.; History




MOLLIE KILNER WHEELER, B.S.
Portland; Sociology
WILLIAM EMERSON WHITE, B.A.
Eugene; Chemistry
MARILYN RUTH WHITMAN, B.A.
Tacoma, Wash.; Psychology
CHARLOTTE ADELE WICKE, B.S.
Kahului, Maui, T.H.; Psychology
CLIFTON CLARI{ WILCOX, B.A.
Portland; Psychology
DAVID CHALMERS W,LEY, B.S.
Hillsboro; Mathematics
JANETTE M. WILLIAMS, B.A.
Portland; English
JAMES EDWARD WINDUS, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
DONNEL ELWOOD WINGATE, B.S.
Tope1<a, Kansas j Political Science
Ross PLUMMER WITHER, B.S.
Portland; Chemistry
NORMA LILLIAN WOODFORD, B.S.
Engene; Psychology




NOVA B. YOUNG, B.S.
Salemj Nursing Education
AUSTIN B. ZEITLIN, B.S.
Portland; Biology
* Honors in Biology. Thesis: A biometric.al stndy of the. axial skeleton of peromyscus. .
tHonors in Romance Languages. ThesIs: An analysIs and companson of H ernam and Don
Alvaro.
School of Architecture and Allied A1,ts
/wA TOGUS ANDERSON, B.S.
Portland
M,RZA JANE BAUMHOVER, B.S.
Portland
GORDON S. BENNETT, B. Arch.
Spokane, Wash.
DANIEL M. CALLIS, JR., B.S.
Long Beach, Cal.
ROBERT G. CHRISTENSON, B.S.
Eugene
A. P. DIBENEDETTO, B.S.
Portland
ROBERT CONRAD DOUGLAS, B.S.
Eugene
MARl JANE EATON, B.S.
Eugene
CLAUDE WILLIAM GROTH, B.S.
Springfield
ROBERT LEWIS HANRAHAN, B.S.
Lewiston, Idaho
CLINTON .T. HILL, B.S.
Pendleton
KATHERINE LOLITA HINSHAW, B.S.
Boise, Idaho
THEODORE F. HOCH, B.Arch.
Portland
BEVERLY RAE HOPKINS, B.A.
Eugene
MARJORIE ANN JOHNSON, B.S.
Portland
JANICE RUTH JONES, B.A.
Salem
DOROTHY ELIZABETH LARSON, B.S.
Coos Bay
EARL D. LAYMAN, B.Arch.
Newberg
KENNETH CLARK LODEWICK, B.S.
Portland
OTTO HERMAN MEYER, B.S.
Corvallis
ARTHUR H. MILLER, B.S.
Salem
GLORIA LORRAINE MONTAG, B.A.
Portland
ROBERT M. OLESON, B.S.
Portland
MARABELLE L. PECKINPAH, B.S.
Fresno, Cal.
GEORGE THOMAS PRINCE, B.S.
Denver, Col.
JOSEPH EDWARD ROONEY, B.S.
Portland
ARIS M. SHERWOOD, JR., B.A.
Newberg
BEVERLY JANE SLANEY, B.S.
Portland
PATRICIA MARGARET SMITH, B.A.
Portland
ROBERT W. SPRINGER, B.S.
Eugene
MELVILLE ARTHUR STILWELL, B.S.
Vancouver, B.C.
DAVID KARL STONE, B.A.
La Grande




MARTHA BOENTGEN TRASK, B.A.
Eugene
Roy HERBERT TRASK, B.S.
Salem
THOMAS G. VADNAIS, B.S.
Portland
GEORGE WILLIAM WALLACE, B.Arch.
Marion
WALTER H. WEBER, B.S.
E\1gene
JOSEPH H. YOUNG, B.S.
Eugene
Schoot of Business Administration
J AJo'ES L. ANDERSON, B.B.A.
Silverton
NORMAN EARL ANDERSON, B.S.
Portland
EDWARD ELLIS ATIYEH, B.S.
Portland
RICHARD A. ATIYEH, B.S.
Portland
CHARLES EDWARD AYERS, B.S.
Eugene
STANLEY NORMAN BACHMAN, B.B.A.
Portland
CARL CLIFFORD BACKSTROM, B.S.
Portland
LEONARD D. BAILEY, n.s.
The Dalles
MILTON W. BEIFUSS, B.S.
Eugene
RICHARD D. BENNETT, B.S.
Portland
CHESTER STEVEN BERGERON, B.B.A.
Eugene
IVAN JACOB BINGENHEIMER, B.B.A.
Salem
DUANE N. BLAIR, B.RA.
Richey, Mont.
ERNEST ROBERT BLAIR, B.B.A.
McMinnville




THEODORE LIVINGSTON BOUCK, B.A.
Eugene
ARTHUR DOWNS BRADBURY, B.B.A.
Portland
LESTER EUGENE BRADLEY, B.B.A.
Wcst Linn
HAROLD OLAF BREVIG, B.S.
Eugene
DONALD C. BRIDENSTINE, B.S.
Portland
FLOYD A. BRODHAGEN, B.S.
Eugene
ROBERT HOWARD BRYANT, B.ll.A.
Medford
EMMETT Y. BULLARD, B.S.
Eugene
RICHARD W. BUNTING, B.B.A.
La Grande
PHILIP NELSON BURCO, B.B.A.
Vancouver, Wash.
FRED O'NEAL BURNETT, B.S.
Eugene
RICHARD WAYLAND BURNS, B.S.
Portland
BLAINE ALAN BURTON, B.B.A.
Eugene
AUDREY ADELL BYERS, B.S.
Springfield
A. ROLLIN CALKIN, B.A.
Eugene
LOIS EILEEN CAMPBELL, B.B.A.
Roseburg
SPRAGUE H. CARTER, JR., B.S.
Pendleton
ALLEN V. CELLARS, B.B.A.
Astoria
BILL K. CHAPMAN, B.S.
Eugene
MARY Lou CHASE, B.S.
Junction City
CLINTON LANGWITH CHILDS, B.B.A.
Eugene
JACKSON TOHL CHRISTENSEN, B.S.
Hillsboro
NATHAN WALTER COLEMAN, B.B.A.
Eugene
NEWEL WILLIAM COMISH, B.S.
Eugene
MARTIN HENRY CONLIN, B.S.
McMinnville
RUSSELL EDWIN COOK, B.S.
Eugene
JOHN JOSEPH COURSEY, B.S.
Salem
BERT GEORGE Cox, B.S.
Denver, Col.
HENRY THEODORE CRAM, B.S.
Portland
ALFRED FREDRICK CRAMER, B.A.
Eugene
HUGH VAWTER CRAWFORD, B.S.
Eugene
ANTHONY EUGENE CRISH, B.S.
Youngstown, Ohio
JACK J. CROCKER, B.S.
Portland
JAMES NORTON CURRY, B.S.
Portland
ARTHUR J. DAMSCHEN, JR., B.S.
Portland
CLOYDENE ELAINE DARBY, B.S.
Springfield
THOMAS A. DAVIS, B.S.
Payette, Idaho
CLARKE MELVIN DAWSON, B.S.
Great Falls, Mont.
F. EDWIN DENNISTON, B.S.
Eugene
DONALD CLARK DENNO, B.S.
Valsetz
DONALD D. DERICKSON, B.S.
Springfield
W ALTER MARTIN DICKINSON, JIl., B.B.A.
Sherwood
HENRY L. DOENEKA, JR., RS.
Portland
NORMAN G. DOMREIS, B.A.
Portland
ULRic V. DORAIS, B.S.
Portland
KENNETH IVAN DORY, B.S.
Salem
ROBERT EARLE DUDREY, B.S.
Bend
GEORGE B. DULLANTY, B.S.
Spokane, Wash.
JAMES R. DUREN, B.S.
Merced, Cal.
JAMES E. DYER, JR., B.B.A.
Sacramento, Cal.
JOHN B. DYER, JR., B.B.A.
Portland
DAVID S. EDWARDS, B.S.
Portland
JOHN· WILLIAM ETSWEILER, JR., B.S.
The Dalles
ROBERT LEONARD EVANS, B.S.
Portland
NORMAN R. EVONUK, B.A.
Eugene
LEONARD C. FARR, B.S.
Coos Bay
WILLIAM E. FARRELL, B.S.
Eugene
MARK MCCONE FARRIS, B.S.
. Portland
MARY LEAH FITZGERALD, B.S.
San Jose, Cal.
CHARLES DAVID FORTMILLER, B.S.
Ashland
HARRY C. FOWLER, B.S.
Eugene
LLOYD F. FRESE, B.S.
Springfield
DONALD CARLTON FRISBIE, B.S.
Eugene
ROLLAND J. GABEL, B.S.
Portland
BETTY ANN GAINES, B.S.
Bakersfield, Cal.
JOHN ALLAN GARD, B.S.
Eugene
DONALD JAMES GARDNER, B.S.
Eugene
CHARLES BOLIN GEORGE, JR., B.S.
Yuba City, Cal.
CECIL JEAN GIRTS, B.S.
Tacoma, WaSh.
JACK WILLIAM GOSSARD, B.S.
McMinnville
NORMAN LAVERNE GRAY, B.S.
Burns




REBA MAE GREGORY, B.S.
Toledo
ELBRIDGE W. GRESSETH, B.S.
Eugene




GEORGE RAYMOND GRISWOLD, B.B.A.
Portland
JOHN ROBERT GROSSMANN, B.S.
Portland
HARRY WAYNE GUERIN, B.B.A.
Longview, Wash.
RUTH CHRISTINE HANSEN, B.S.
Roseburg
ROBERT W. HARKINS, B.S.
Eugene
JAMES P. HARRISON, B.S.
Portland
DWAYNE WINFIELD HEATHMAN, B.S.
Coeur d'Alene, Idabo
DOUGLASS G. HEIKEN, B.S.
Klamath Falls
LOIS JEAN HEMMY, B.A.
Boring
CHARLRS RAYMOND HERMAN, B.B.A.
Sacramento, Cal.
RONALD T. HILLMAN, B.S.
Eugene
H. ERROL HOLLOWELL. JR.• B.S.
Oregon City
OSCAR F. HOLM, B.S.
Portland
WILLIAM L. HOOPER, B.S.
Burlingame. Cal.
CLARENCE G. HORTON, B.S.
Walla Walla, Wash.
JAMES MONROE HOUCK, B.S.
San Diego, Cal.
CHARLES MELVIN HOWE. B.S.
Milwaukie
ROBERT MERRILL HUFFMAN. B.S.
Milwaukie .
WILLIAM LOUIS HUGGINS, B.S.
COOS Bay
JAY F. HYDE. B.S.
Dallas
HOMER JAMES IREDALE, B.B.A.
Eugene
WILLIAM T. JACKSON. JR., B.S.
Bozeman, Mont.
CHARLES ARTHUR JACOBSON, B.B.A.
Great Falls. Mont.
JOHN C. JACOBSON, B.S.
Eugene
FREDERIC CARL JOHANNSEN, JR., n.s.
Lebanon
R,CHARD KELLY JOHNSON. B.S.
Eugene
WALLACE DARRELL JOHNSON, B.S.
Portland
WARREN ARTHUR JOHNSON, B.S.
Portland
WILLIS BRACE JOHNSON, B.S.
Portland




DON W. JONES. B.S.
Heppner
E. CLAY JONES, B.B.A.
Portland
RUSSELL SCHREECK KAHR, B.S.
Portland
THOMAS ANDREW KENNEDY, B.S.
Portland
ROBERT H. KING, B.S.
Eugene
FORREST HELMER KJEMHUS. B.S.
Eugene
ROBERT HAWLEY KNOWLES, B.S.
Eugene
CLYDE H. KOONTZ, B.B.A.
Roseburg
MERRn'T M. KUFFERMAN, B.S.
Los Angeles, Cal.
LoDELL JOAN LAMSON, B.S.
Wilfamina
PAUL L. LANSDOWNE. B.S.
Boring
GLENN HUGHETT LAY. B.B.A.
Eugene
EULA BERNICE LEDBURY. B.S.
Portland
ERNEST LEHMAN, JR., B.S,
Beaverton
CURTIS WILLIAM LEICHNER, B.S.
Portland
BRUCE M. LEVERETTE, B.S.
Medford
JOSEPH W. LIND, JR., B.B.A.
Eugene
ROBERT EARL LINDE, B.S.
Portland
ROBERT GORDON LINDSTEDT, B.S.
Portland
LEONARD E. LONIGAN, B.S.
Eugene
ALLA LOUISE LOOMIS, B.S.
Portland
FlL\NK CLARK LOOMIS, JR., B.S.
Eugene
JOHN HOWARD LOTT, JR., B.A.
Eugene
SAMUEL JAMES LUND, B.S.
Portland
RICHARD CROSTHWAITE MCCLINTIC, B.S.
Boise, Idaho
JOHN WESLEY MCCORNACK, B.S.
Florence
KENNETH B. C. MCCUBBINS, B.S.
Dallas
BERNARD THOMAS MCCUDDEN, B.S.
Portland
JAMES EDMUND McGRAW, B.S.
Portland
DONALD LESTER McINTOSH, B.S.
Portland
DALE F. McKENZIE, B.S.
Prineville
WILLIAM S. McLENNAN, B.S.
Portland
DALE EARL McMULLIN, B.B.A.
Cottage Grove
NORMAN BYRON McRAE, B.S.
Burns
JOHN T. MACDOUGAL, B.A.
Portland
R,CHARD H. MAIER, B.S.
The Dailes
NORMAN B. MANNHEIMER, B.S.
Bend
WILLIAM SPRAGUE MAPLETHORPE, B.S.
Eugene
ORVILLE H. MARCELLUS, B.S.
Eugene
DONALD MATTHEW MATSON, B.B.A.
Coos Bay
JOHN MILTON MICHEL, B.S.
Prineville
JERRY BERNARD MILLER, B.S.
Los Angeles, Cal.
SARAH ELLEN MILLER, B.S.
Reno, Nevada
LEO O. MOLATORE, B.S.
Klamath Falls
RICHARD EUGENE MOSHOFSKY, B.S.
Eugene
JOHN EDWARD MUNRO, B.S.
Portland
ROBERT FREDERICK NAGEL, B.A.
POltland
VEDA M. NICHOLES, B.S.
Caldwell, Idaho
JOHN JEROLD NORMAN, B.S.
Eugene
WILLIAM KARL OCHS, B.A.
Eugene
JOHN BAKER OLIN, B.S.
Vernonia
HAROLD V,CTOR OLSON, B.S.
Portland
SHERMAN JAMES OLTS, B.S.
Grants Pass
JULIUS J. ORDW~;/ B.B.A.
Vancouver, vv ash.




WILLIAM LESLIE ORR, B.S.
Eugene
RUBY J. ORRICK, B.S.
Eugene
DOROTHY ELLEN PAULING, B.S.
Astoria
CARROLL ALBERT PAWSON, B.S.
Portland
HAROLD S. PHILAN, B.S.
Portland
CALVIN ALBERT PIHL, B.S.
Eugene
PHILIP B. PUTNAM, JR., B.S.
Seaside
MILTON A. RABIN, B.A.
Portland
FRANCES MARILYN RAKOW, B.S.
Bakersfield, Cal.
JAMES W. RAMSEY, B.B.A.
Los Altos, Cal.
GERARD M. RASTELLO, B.S.
Lm1g Beach, Cal.
JAMES MENARDI RENTON, B.B.A.
Portland
MORRIS PAUL RIBACK, B.S.
Portland
DONALD B. RICHARDSON, B.B.A.
St. Helens
R,CHARD G. RIECHERS, B.S.
Tillamook
HAROLD F. RIEKKI, B.S.
Vancouver, Wash.
ROBERT M,CHAEL ROBERTSON, B.S.
Eugene
LOIS ERNESTINE ROEDER, B.S.
Portland
CHARLES W. ROFFE, B.S.
Eugene
GEORGE M. ROLANDER, B.S.
POltland
WALTER JAMES ROOTS, JR., B.S.
Portland
HARMON WOODROW ROSSUM, B.S.
New York, N.Y.
BETH GWENDOLYN ROWAN, B.S.
Los Angeles, CaUf.




MARTIN JOHN SCHEDLER, B.S.
Portland
A. RICHARD SCHIMMEL, JR., B.S.
Eugene
ROBERT M. SCOTT, B.S.
Eugene
WILLIAM D. SETSER, B.B.A.
Portland
EARL JACKSON SILVA, JR., B.S.
Portland
ORVILLE W. SIMPSON, B.B.A.
Cincinnati, Ohio
JOSEPH BERCHMANS SKIBINSKI, B.B.A.
Portland
MARGERY ROBINSON SLAYTER, B.S.
Berkeley, Cal.
WELDON RALPH SLOAN, B.S.
Medford
WARREN SCOTT SMITH, B.S.
San Mateo, Cal.
J. O. STENDAL, JR., B.S.
Eugene
SHIRLEY MILLER STEVENS, B.A.
Eugene
CHARLES EDISON STEWART, B.S.
Springfield
ROGER MINTHORN STRENCH, B.B.A.
Salem
WAYNE ARMAND STROHECKER, B.B.A.
Portland
JOSEPH G. SWEENEY, B.S.
Spokane, Wash.
ALPHONSE ULRICH TANNLER, JR., B.S.
St. Helens
R,CHARD LEE TAW, B.S.
Salem
ELIZABETH ELAINE TAYLOR, B.S.
Reedsport
ELVERE SHELDON THOMPSON, JR., B.B.A.
Eugene
KAy D. THOMPSON, B.S.
Bend
LESTER WILLIAM THOMPSON, B.S.
Reedsport
SAMUEL EDWARD THOMPSON, B.S.
Eugene
HARRY ALEXANDER THOMSEN III, B.S.
Burlingame, Cal.
HARRIET ELIZABETH TURNER, B.S.
La Grande
JOYCE CAROLYN UTZ, B.A.
Medford




LLOYD M. VANPEURSEM, B.S.
Portland
JERRY EMERICK VAWTER, B.S.
Medford
ELIZABETH F. VEATCH, B.S.
Eugene
PATRICIA LORRAINE WAITE, B.S.
Cushman
RICHARD LERoy WALLING, B.B.A.
Eugene
RAYMOND M. WARD, B.S.
Haines
RICHARD OWEN WARD, B.S.
Portland
NORMA MAE WASHBURNE, B.S.
Junction City
STANLEY EDWIN WATT, B.S.
Tillamook




ROBERT BANKER WESTOVER, B.S.
Portland
JACK DALE WHITE, B.S.
Eugene
GERALDINE LOUISE WILEY, B.S.
Palo Alto, Cal.
ROBERT POYNTON WILEY, B.S.
Palo Alto, Cal.
RICHARD WENDELL WILL, B.S.
Eugene
RUSSELL HENRI WILLIAMS, B.B.A.
Portland
ELVERT S. WILSON, B.A.
The Dalles
JOHN EDWIN WILSON, B.S.
Yoncalla
KENT P. WOODWARD, B.S.
McMinnville
ROBERT EARL WREN, B.S.
Portland
JAMES RICHARD YOUNG, B.B.A.
Glendale, Cal.
JAMES MORRIS ZEIGER, B.B.A.
Eugene
School of Education
MARY ELIZABETH BARBER, B.S.
Culver
ALLEN!! TRIMM BASFORD, B.S.
Springfield
GRACE ALICE BAUER, B.S.
Portland
BESS A.· BAYS, B.S.
Boise, Idaho
MARGARET RUTH BOLTON, B.Ed.
Medford
ELWIN LETENDRE BROWN, B.S.
Glendora, Cal.
JAMES POW!!LL BYBE!!, B.S.
Springfield
NANA MAE CAHILL, B.S.
Springfield
JOHN DENNY CANNON, B.S.
Salem
E. ELIZABETH JACKSON CARROLL, B.S.
Portland




PATRICIA JANE CONANT, B.S.
Eugene
OLIVE C. COOLIDGE, B.S.
Portland
EDWARD EARL COOPER, B.S.
Creswell
GORDON L. CORNER, B.S.
Sweet Home
EDNA MERRITT COULTER, B.S.
Portland
AVA M. COVERT, B.S.
Nampa, Idaho
ROBERTA HOOD CRAWFORD, B.S.
Portland




MABEL ISABEL DEVOS, B.S.
Independence
Lucy MARY DIXON, B.S.
Eugene
VICTOR WILLIAM DOHERTY, B.A.
Freewater
LEWIS ELROY DOUGLAS, B.S.
Portland
GLADYS E. DOUGLASS, B.Ed.
Eugene








DOROTHY ALICE FEE, B.S.
San Diego, Cal.
CATHERINE MARY FLYNN, B.S.
Eugene
MARTHA BALMER FOLEY, B.S.
Portland
HARRIETT F. FOREMAN, B.Ed.
Portland
ELMIRA O. GLASER, B.S.
San Diego, Cal.
NEVA NANNETTE GOELLER, B.S.
Klamath Falls
THOMAS R. GRAHAM, B.S.
Eugene
STANLEY A. GRUND, B.S.
Portland
ADAH D. HAAKE, B.S.
Portland
HALLIE GARST HADLEY, B.S.
Vancouver, Wn.
GWENDOLYN IRENE HALE, B.S.
Eugene
ROBY DENNIS HALL, B.S.
Eugene
ELEANOR EMMITT HAMBLEN, B.A.
Marcola
PHYLLIS ANNE HARROLD, B.S.
Halsey
ELIZABETH TAPPEN HATHEWAY, B.Ed.
Eugene
ANSEL ARTHUR HAYWARD, B.S.
Portland
RACHEL ANNE HEDGES, B.S.
Portland
WELDON T. HIBBARD, B.S.
Portland
VIRGINIA ELISE HINZ, B.S.
Portland
EDNA VIRGINIA HOFFMAN, B.S.
Portland
MARY E. CAMPBELL HOWDEN, B.S.
Eugene
MARVA ELIZABETH HUTCHISON, B.S.
Pilot Rock
ANNA OLIVE JACKSON, B.S.
Ridgefield, Wash.
RUBYE COLLIE JOHNSON, B.S.
Eugene
ELEANOR G. JONES, B.S.
Medford
M. LUCILE JORDAN, B.Ed.
Portland
MARY TERESA KEENAN, B.A.
Albany




KATHERINE LEMMOND KNOTT, B.A.
Portland
HELENE NANA LANNON, B.S.
Portland
EDYTHE PETERSON LEUPP, B.S.
Portland
VIOLET A. LUCAS, B.Ed.
Portland
SALLIE RUTH MCCLAMROCK, B.S.
Portland
BESS LOUISE MCCOLM, B.S.
Grants Pass








LYLE A. PETTYJOHN, B.S.
Long Beach, Cal.
MARJORIE WILLIAMS PRIGER, B.S.
Albany
RONALD 1. PUFKE, B.S.
Portland
LENA FRIZELL RASMUSSEN, B.S.
Eugene
ALICE CATHERINE RECKARD, B.S.
Portland
DOROTHY ANNE RIGGS, B.S.
Klamath Falls
IMOGENE ESTELLE ROYE, B.A.
Stayton
ROBERT C. SABIN, B.Ed.
Eugene
GLADEUS EUGENIA SIMMONS, B.S.
Eugene
EDNA RUTH SFARLING, B.Ed.
Victoria, B.C.




IRMA MARGARET SUNDBERG, B.S.
Oakland, Cal.
EDITH ANDREA SVENDSEN, B.S.
Portland
DONALD EDWARD TAYLOR, B.S.
Lakeview
KENNETH F. THOMFSON, B.S.
Portland
LOIS ANN THOMPSON, B.S.
Medford
HARRIET ANN TOZIER, B.S•.
Coquille
JANET ROBERTS TURNER, B.A.
Portland
RALPH E. TURNER, B.S.
Roseburg
BERMA MAE WAGNER, B.S.
Forest Grove




JEAN LOUISE WATSON, B.S.
Corvallis
MARILLA R. WHITMORE, B.S.
Portland
CHARLES R. WILBUR, B.S.
Eugene
MARGARET C. WILLS, B.S.
Portland
MARLEN D. YODER, B.S.
Eugene
School of Journalism
ELEANOR MARIE ANDERSON, B.S.
Eugene
MARILYN R. ANDERSON, B.A.
Mt. Vernon, Wash.
HOWARD V. ApPLEGATE, B.S.
Yoncal1a
JAMES R. BANKS, B.S.
Bend
*LEONARD FRITHIOF BERGSTROM. B.A.
Salt Lake City, Utah
FRANCIS DONALD BRODERICK. B.S.
Portland
RICHARD EDWARD BYFIELD. B.A.
Selma, Cal.




JEAN ADAMS DISNEY, B.A.
Portland
DOUGLAS SCOTT EDEN, B.S.
Medford
THEODOCIA GRACE EDWARDS, B.A.
Eddyville
LLEWELLYN E. EVANS, B.S.
Eugene
JAMES WILLIAM FROST, B.S.
Portland
FLORA L. FURROW, B.A.
Portland




CHARLES FRANCIS GLEASON, JR., B.S.
West Linn
ALFRED THEODORE GOODWIN, B.A.
Eugene
BERNARD A. HAMMERBECK, B.S.
Warren
VIRGINIA ANNE HARRIS. B.S.
Salem
GEORGE B. HOLCOMB. B.S.
Eugene
MARY ANICE HOWARD, B.A.
Albany
CAROLYN LOUISE JACOBS, B.A.
Portland
JOHN LOUIS JENSEN. B.S.
North Bend
CHARLES LYNN JOHNSON, B.S.
Enterprise
RODNEY S. JOHNSON, B.S.
Eugene
JONATHAN K. KAHANANUI, B.S.
Honolulu, T.H.






FREDERICK WILLIAM KUHL, B.S.
Hammond
DONALD B. LEMONS, B.S.
Pendleton
DAVID DONALD LoNIE, JR., B.S.
Portland
MARY ANN MCCLINTIC, B.A.
Portland
DONAL WILLIAM H. McINTOSH, B.S.
Garden Home
THOMAS RICHARD McKELVIE, B.S.
COOS Bay
PATRICIA MARIE MALONEY, B.A.
Albany
BYRON WILLARD MAYO, B.S.
Seattle, Wash.
HARRIET LOUISE MINTURN, B.S.
Portland
Roy PAUL NELSON, B.S.
Portland
EUGENE B. OLSON, B.A.
Eugene
HAROLD JACK OSTERGREN, B.A.
Portland
VIRGIL A. PARKER, III. B.S.
Eugene
HERBERT LOGAN PENNY, B.S.
Saugus, Mass.
DONALD A. PLATH. B.S.
Eugene
ARTHUR W. PRIAULX, B.S.
Portland
DEWEY FRANKLIN RAY, JR., B.S.
Eugene
ARDYS GENE REDMAN, B.S.
Portland
HOMER F. ROHSE, B.S.
Eugene




LESTER J. SCHLANGEN, B.A.
Eugene
ARNOLD W. SEEBORG, B.S.
Astoria
SIDNEY DOUGLAS SEYMOUR, JR., B.S.
Hillsboro




FRED W. WELTY, B.S.
The Dal1es
VERNON S. WHITE, B.S.
Portland
MARGUERITE WITTWER WRIGHT, B.A.
Eugene
* Honors in Germanic Languages. Thesis: A study of three contemporary prize-winning Scan-
dinavian novels.
t Honors in Journalism. Thesis: Radio broadcasting and freedom of speech: A presentation
of the conflict between federal agencies and station licensees.
§ Honors in Journalism. Thesis: The shift in public confidence from printed to spoken news.
School of Law
WILLIAM H. BAKES, B.S.
Boise, Idaho
SAMUEL RICHARD BENTON, B.S.
Portland
DANIEL CHRISTOPHEll BEYER, JIl., B.A.
Grants Pass
CARL MICHAEL BROPHY, B.S.
Portland
BILLY B. CALVERT, B.S.
Medford
ROBERT B. CARMICHAEL, LL.B.
Eugene
GENE B. CONKLIN, LL.B.
Wallowa
DONALD H. COULTER, B.S.
Eugene
RAYMOND C. COULTER, LL.B.
Eugene
WILLIAM DONALD CRAMER, B.A.
Portland
WILLARD LOUIS CUSHING, B.S.
Portland
ROGER L. DICK, B.S.
The Dalles
JEROME A. FOLEY, B.S.
The Dalles
CHARLES H. FOSTER, JR., B.S.
Eugene
EUGENE 1. FULOP, B.S.
Portland
BENJAMIN J. GODDARD, B.S.
Klamath Falls
NELSON H. GRUBBE, B.S.
Springfield
EDWARD CLAIR HARMS, JR., B.S.
Eugene
DOUGLAS L. HAY, B.A.
Eugene
DALE E. HELIKSON, LL.B.
Eugene
HENRY LEROY HESS, JR., B.S.
Portland
RICHARD ARGYLE HILDRETH, B.A.
Portland
JOHN WORTH HILL, B.S.
Portland
JACK PAUL HORNBACK, B.S.
Boring
FRANK MICHAEL IERULLI, B.S.
Portland
LOREN S. JAMES. LL.B.
Olympia, Wash.
HAROLD V. JOHNSON, JR., B.S.
Eugene
RALPH W. JOHNSON, B.S.
Eugene
PAUL JOHN JOLMA, LL.B.
Clatskanie
STANLEY C. JONES, JR., B.S.
Medford
EARL WINFIELD McFARLAN, B.S.
Forest Grove
FRANCIS CHARLES MELDllUM, LL.B.
Milwaukie
WILLIAM J. MOSHOFSKY, B.S.
Eugene
C. D. OUELLETTE, B.S.
Portland
JAMES ELWOOD PETERSON, B.S.
Gresham
ROLAND KElfl' RODMAN, LL.B.
Eugene
ELMER BER>lARD SAHLSTROM, LL.B.
Albany
JAMES EDWIN SCHILLER, B.S.
Spokane, Wash.
MYRON DOUGLAS SPADY, B.S.
Eugene
THOMAS CLINTON STACER, LL.B.
Tacoma, Wash.
DONALD C. WALKER, LL.B.
Portland
JOSEPH FLOYD WALKER, LL.B.
Eugene
DANIEL BAYNE WESSLER, B.S.
Portland
ROLLIN BURNETT WOOD, LL.B.
Carlton
PATRICIA METCALF CHASE, B.M.
Eugene
MARGIE ELLEN FOLSOM, B.M.
La Grande
ROBERT M. FOWELLS, B.S.
Portland
WAYNE O. GILFRY, B.S.
Clarkston, Wash.
ESTHER LOIS GRIFFITHS, B.A.
Reedsport
C. HENRY HOWARD, B.S.
Grants Pass
EDWARD DA>lIEL KEEFE, B.S.
Eugene
FLOYD TOM KELLIS, JR., B.S.
Eugene
JOHNETTE CAROLE KING, B.A.
North Bend
NANCY ANN KIRKPATRICK, B.S.
Lebanon
ELWIN LESTER MYRICK, B.M.
Springfield
OLIVE LORRAINE OLDFIELD, B.A.
Lebanon
School of 11/1usic
JEAN FLORENCE PARIS, B.A.
Portland
CHESTER ALEXANDER PIETKA, B.S.
Portland
ELIZABETH TRUMP POLLOCK, B.S.
Eugene
HELEN LOUISE ROBSON, B.A.
Shedd
MARY PATRICIA STAPLETON, B.S.
The Dalles
MARY LOUISE STONE, B.A.
Creswell
HELEN LOUISE TIMS, B.A.
Portland
LEWIS E. VOGLER, JR., B.S.
Eugene
GEORGE EIVEND WARNER, B.S.
Eugene
JULIA MA-BELLE WARNER, B.M.
Eugene
DARLE SHELBY WEST, B.S.
Eugene
School of Physical Education
RUSSELL BAGAN, B.S.
Vancouver, B.C.






HENRY LEE BURNS, B.S.
Portland
CHARLOTTE JUNE CARNES, B.S.
Portland
CHARLES J. ELLIOTT. B.S.
Eugene




KENNETH R. HAYS, B.S.
Waitsburg, Wash.
PAUL MICHAEL HILLAR, B.S.
Empire
EVELYN E. HUDSON, B.S.
Elkton




ROBERT GERALD MOSBY, B.S.
Cottage Grove












HOMER NEWTON PARKS, B.S.
Eugene
WANDA Lull' PAYNE. B.S.
Everett, Wash.
TOIVO W. PIIPPO, B.S.
Astoria
DOROTHY CURRIER RAMSEY, B.S.
Klamath Falls
GILBERT H. ROBERTS, B.S.
Portland
DONNA A. SCOTT, B.S.
Idaho Falls, Idaho
Roy R. SEEBORG, B.S.
Eugene
RAYMOND GEORGE SEGALl', B.S.
Seattle, Wash.
HENRY E. STEERS, B.S.
The Dalles




LLOYD V. WARD, B.S.
Eugene
CECIL R. WARNER, B.S.
The Dalles
HOWARD J. W"DDLE, B.S.
Albany
PHYLLIS EILEEN WELLS, B.A.
Eugene
RUSSELL L. WERNER, B.S.
Eugene























• Certificates awarded October 22, 1946.















Doctor of Dental Medicine























HARRY DANIEL SLOAN, JR.
Seattle, Wash.
MORRIS SUNSHINE



















































(Degrees conferred on Octoher 22, 1946)
JOHN STETTLER AINSLIE
Spokane, Wash.






































































HERBERT VAUGHAN ALWARD, JR.
Eugene; A.D., San Francisco State College. Major, Journali3m. Thesis: Some legal con.
trois of periodical advertising under the Wheeler-Lea act of 1938.
SARAH ANN CLARKE
Roseburg: B.S., Oregon. Major, Psychology. Thesis: Some aspects of sorting behavior in
schizophrenia.
ALBERT HUNTINGTON CURREY
Eugene; B.A., Oregon. Major, Journalism, minor, Economics. Thesis: The need for
economic judgment in news presentation and editorial policies.
MARY ELIZABETH DOUGLAS
Eugene; B.A., O,'egon. Major, Anthropology. Thesis: Oregon Indian basketry; types
and distribution.
ROBERT J. FORSYTH
Eugene: B,A., Oregon. Major, Architecture and Allied Arts. Thesis: A critical inter-
pretation of paintings by four Chinese Sung painters and four contemporary Pacific
Northwest painters as related to their respective physical environments.
RICHARD MANSFIELD GROSS
Estacada: A.B., Portland. Major, English. Thesis: Anti-sentimentalism in the drama of
Richard Brinsley Sheridan.
RAy STORLA HEWITT
Milton: B.A., Oregon. Major, English. Thesis: Allegorical characterization in Piers
Plowman.
MARIE ANTOINETTE HILDEMAN
Portland: B.A., Oregon. Major, English. Thesis: The peasants in Thomas Hardy's novels.
MARGARETHE FAULSTICH L,VESAY
Peoria, Illinois; B.S. in Ed., Ohio University. Major, Education. Thesis: Opportunities
for student personnel work within a certain college women's fraternity organization and
procedures for utilizing them.
tGERALDINE MARIE MERONEY
Houston, Texas; B.R., Rice Institute. Major, History. Thesis: The Development of the
Alabama-Tombigbee basin toward a regional economy, 1820·1850.
tNANCY JANE MEYER
San Diego, California: B.A., Redlands. Major, Biology. Thesis: The histology and linkage
relations of flexed-tail, an inherited skeletal anomaly in Peromyseus, the deer mouse.
THELMA CAROLINE NELSON
Kinzua, B.A. in Ed., Oregon. Major, English. Thesis: Bibliographical studies of the
bad quarto of Henry V.
FRANCES MARIE P,CKETT
Engene; B.A., Oregon. Major, Music. Thesis: Hellenic culture and its significance in the
creation and reform of opera.
BETTY JANE POINDEXTER
Portland: B.A., Orcgon. Major, Spanish. Thesis: La novela indianista contemporanea a
traves de sus principales interpretes.
HELEN LOUISE POLLARD
Boise, Idaho: B.A., Oregon. Major, History. Thesis: The Canossa incident and the
eighteenth century.
LOUIS EARL RICHTER
Eugene: B.A. .(cum laude), Minnesota. Major, Romance Languages. Thesis: The influ·
ence of Lamartine on th lyric poetry of Giin,ez de Avellaneda.
GEORGE DEWEY SCHADE, JR.
Portland; B.A., Oregon. Major, Romance Languages, minor, Norwegian. Thesis: Pessi.
mism in the poetry of Jose Asuncion Silva.
t Conferred with honors.
twATER HERMAN SIEMSEN
Culdesac, Idaho; B.A., Walla Walla Collejl"e, Major, History. Thesis: Some intcrrelations
of Roman law and canon law with particular reference to usury, clerical courts, and
heresy.
JOHN FORBES SPEER
Eugene, B.A., Oregon. Maior, English. Thesis: Structure and action in Samson
Agonistes.
JOHN FERDINAND STAEHLE
Hillsboro; B.A. (cum laude), Pacific University. Maior, Education. Thesis: Assessment
as a factor in the support of Oregon Schools.
LUCILLE TROWBRIDGE
Long Beach, California; B.A., Grinnell College. Maior, Chemistry. Thesis: A study of the
preparation of 10-methyl-l0-acetoxyanthrone-9 and its reaction with Grignard solutions.
WILLIAM HENRY WEBSTER, JR.
Providence, Rhode Island; B.A.; Clark. Maior, Political Science. Thesis: The problem
of legislative apportionment in Oregon.
Master of Science
*JOAN McKEE BARNES
Portland; A.B., Stanford. Maior, Biochemistry, minor, Bacteriology. Thesis: Studies on
the relation of amino acid feeding to liver glycogen levels in rats.
GENEVIEVE BEAMAN
Eugene; B.S., Oregon. Maior, Education, minor, Sociology. Thesis: Social composition and
attitudes of Oregon rural school boards.
WILLIAM GEORGE BOLANDER
Eugene; B.S., Oregon. Major, Psychology. Thesis: A study of the Minnesota multiphasic
personality inventory as an indicator in the prediction of college success.
MARY OLIVE BOWMAN
Yakima, Washington; B.A., Central Washington College of Education. Maior, Physical
Education. Thesis: A study of the reliability and validity of the objective test items in the
Oregon physical fitness program for elementary school, iunior high school, and senior high
school guls.
tHERBERT DEYO CARLIN
~u:~r;::,jaf~~itl~Ed., Oregon. Maior, History. Thesis: The development of Henry Adams
DON CLARKSON
San Diego, California; A.B., San Diego State College. Maior, Physical Education. Thesis:
A study at the improvements in physical fitness made by convalescent patients in a United
States Army reconditioning unit.
VIVIAN MARTIN FRAZIER
Merrill; B.S., Oregon. Maior, Geology, minor, Geography. Thesis: Effects of geological
and geograph.cal factors upon the development of a typical community and ranch in
Klamath County, Oregon.
WILLIAM VERNON GILMORE
Portland; B.S., Oregon State. Maior, Physical Education. Thesis: An analysis of tests
purporting to measure balance in relation to selected criteria of motor ability and athletic
status.
RAYMOND C. HENDRICKSON
Eugene; B.S., Oregon. Maior, Physical Education. Thesis: A study of the reliability and
validity of the objective test items in the Oregon physical fitness program for senior high
school boys.
OTIS HENRY JOHNSON
Grants Pass; B.S., Oregon. Maior, History. Thesis: The history of the Klamath Indian
·reservation.
HELEN BUTLER JONES
Eugene; B.A., Santa Barbara State College. Major, Education. Thesis: The contribu·
tion of certain leaders to the development of the Oregon Normal School, 1850 to 1930.
*EDWIN CLEMENT, JUNGCK
Portland; B.S., Washington State. Major, PhysioloEY, minor, Medical Sciences. Thesis:
I Regulation of pituitary gonadothropic secretion. II Regulation of ovarian growth.
JOHN MELVIN LEIMAN
Seattle, Washington' B.S., Ohio State University. Maior, Psychology. Thesis: The con-
sistency of self-confidence as measured by over-estimation and under-estimation.
* Degrees to be conferred June 20, 1947.
t Conferred with honors.
Roy ELWAYNE LIEUALLEN
Monmouth; B.S., Pacific University. Major, -Education. Thesis: A manual of school
building construction and equipment.
*WILLIAM OSCAR MADDOCK
Portland; B.S., Oregon. Major, Physiology, minor Medical Sciences. Thesis: Gonado-
thropic hormone: protection against inactivation.
WILLIAM DEAN McARTHUR
Long Beach, California; B.A., Santa Barbara State College. Major, Physical Education.
Thesis: A study of 7500 rescue incidents occurring at Long Beach, California, during
the years of 1935 to 1940 inclusive.
*DON ALD ERNEST OLSON
Portland; B.A., Reed. Major, Anatomy, minor, Medical Sciences. Thesis: Preliminary
studies on the suppressor areas of the cerebral cortex of the dog.
MARGARET E. ONION
San Antonio, Texas; B.A., Texas. Major, Education. Thesis: A study of the effects on
the personality of fourth grade boys when the guidance program of the home and school
conflicts.
*VIRGINIA MOUNT RANKIN
Portland; A.B., Stanford. Major, Physiology, minor, Medical Sciences. Thesis: Effects
of N,N-Dibellzyl-beta-chloroethylamine (Dibenamine) on the cardiovaseular actions of
adrenaline, acetycholine, pitressin and angiotonin.
MARYJANE BOVINGDON REES
Oakland, B.A., Oregon. Major, Education. Thesis: The incidence of enlarged blind spots
among poor readers in the intermediate grades.
LLOYD EARL SCHILBERG
Eugene; B.S., Oklahoma. Major, Physics. Thesis: A study of the techniques involved in
the analysis of radioactive emanations by means of a Geiger-MUller counter.
CHARLES J. SHERON
Sherwood; B.S., Pacific University. Major, Health and Physical Education. Thesis: An
evaluation of the University of Oregon fitness test results relative to determining signifi-
cant differences in thotor fitness.
GEORGE J. SIRNIO
Corvallis; B.A. Willamette. Major, Physical Education. Thesis: A study of certain
cardiovascular variables in relation to the ability to do physical work, and other selected
criteria of physical fitness.
LOREN W. TUTTLE
Eugene; B.S., Oregon State. Major, Physical Education. Thesis: A study of the changes
in physlOlogical status made by chronic malaria convalescent trainees in an army recondi..
tioning unit.
ROBERT DALE WILLIAMS
Eugene; B.S., Oregon. Major, Chemistry. Thesis: Polarographic studies on hydrogen ion
reduction.
ROBERT P. WOODS
Compton, California; B.S., Linfield. Major, Education. Thesis: The internal control in
high school~ in Oregon.
FRANK YOUNG
Minot, North Dakota; B.S., North Dakota. Major, Physical Education. Thesis: An ana·
lytical study of a tentative University of Oregon motor fitness test battery as a basis for
classification of college men into motor fitness groups.
* Degrees to be conferred June 20, 1947.













Oregon City; B.S., Oregon
GEORGE LOWELL FULLER
North Powder; B.S., Oregon
WILLIAM RALPH LONG







PHYLLIS RUTH RALYEA RICKETTS



















~Master of Fine Arts
JOSEPH LYNN ALEXANDER
Corvallis; B.S., Oregon. Major, Architecture and Allied Arts. Thesis: A creative project
in design and execution of drapery fabrics.
MERLIN G. Dow
Wadena, Minnesota; B.A.) Oregon. Major. Architecture and Allied Arts. Thesis: A crea·
tive project in the design 01 printed textiles for contemporary interiors.
M aster of Music
JAN KOK
Seattle, Washington; B.A., Washington. Major, Music. Thesis: Three original fugues
for string quartet, piano, and mixed chorus.
Doctor of Education
ALICE W,LLIAMS CARKIN
:Rochester, New York; B.A., Mt. Holyokej M.A., Teachers College, Columbia; M.Ed.,
Oregon. Thesis: A study of the student handoook on the college level.
LINN HUTCHINSON
Flagstaff, Arizona; B.S., M.S., Utah States. Thesis: A study of differences. in person·
ality organization between good and poor readers at the tenth grade level.
EOWIN THOMAS INGLES
Forest Grove; A.B., Pacific University; M.A., Oregon. Thesis: Problems and practices
in teacher-education institutions regarding the pre·service selection of teachers.
WALTER FRASER MCCULLOCH
Corvallis; B.A., British Columbia; M.S., Syracuse. Thesis: An educational program
adapted to current needs of forest management in Oregon.
Doctor of Philosophy
tARMIN H. GROPP
Eugene; B.A., M.A., Oregon. Major, Physical Chemistry, minor, Organic Chemistry.
Thesis: Polarographic reduction of methyl and ethyl radicals of quaternary ammonium
salts.
*MARION LYLE VEAZIE
Portland; B.A., M.A., Oregon. Major. Bacteriology, minors, Biochemistry, Pathology.
Thesis: The antigens of shigella paradysenter;ac.
* To be conferred June 20.
t Conferred with honors.
~ummar~ of Ilegrecs «tollfcrred
Bachelor of Arts .
Bachelor of Science ..
Bachelor of Architecture ..
Bachelor of Business Administration ..
Bachelor of Education .
Bachelor of Laws .
Bachelor of Music .
Doctor of Dental Medicine ..
Doctor of Jurisprudence _ ..
Doctor of Medicine ..
Master of Arts _ ..
~:~i:~ g; ~~~~~:l.;~.:::::::::::=::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::==:::::::::::
Master of Fine Arts ..
Master of Music .
Doctor of Education ..




















2lrademir 3Bistinrtions 3Buring 1916 ;17
Graduates with Superior Academic Records
(Approximately ""e per cent of the graduating class.)
R,CHARD JAMES JOHNS
Major: Biology
MARY E. CAMPBELL HOWDEN
Major: Education
LEONARD C. FARIl








































SARAH E. J EFFCOTT
DONALD L. MACK
DELLA M. MARTIN


















Order of the Coif
GERALD J. NORVILLE
2\roards, ;jl;)rizrs and ~rholarships
American Chemical Society
Pre-Doctoral Fellowship






Beta Gamma Sigma Award
JAMES B. MATHERS






































































HOWARD K. ZIMMERMAN, JR.














Scholarship Award of Oregon
Association of Small Loan
Companies
NEIL O. WARNER




Oregon M others Scholarships
CARROL MAE CRAM







Oregon State Society of Certified
Public Accountants' Prize
MERLIN V. LAYNE

















Phi Beta Kappa Prize
CHARLENE THURSTON
Phi Chi Theta Kery
LoDELL LAMSON









































Sigma Delta Pi Award
BETTY JANE POINDEXTER
Sigma Xi Graduate Research
Prize
ARMIN GROPP










University of Oregon Foreign




























































































MARY J 0 MORTON
SALLY MUELLER
BARBARA MURPHY
ANNE MARIE NELSON
WESLEY L. NICHOLSON
ALICE NIELSEN
GENEVIEVE NORTON
CAROL O'BRIEN
LEOLA ODLAND
LEONA OLSON
ELIZABETH POLLOCK
LINA Lou POPE
RICHARD RAYBURN
HENRIETTA MAE RICHTER
BETTY JANE ROBERTS
ELDIS iI. ROBERTS
RUTH LEE ROBERTSON
WINIFRED ROM TVEDT
JAMES A. SANDERS
bOROTHEA M. SCHAER
ROSE SEID
HELEN SHERMAN
ESTELLA J. SIMON
GENEVIEVE SISKEY
MARTHE SMITH
LAVERNE SPEARS
LIBBY SPIRUTA
BETTY RHEA STEWART
ELLEN SUTHERLAND
CHARLENE THURSTON
DOROTHY TINKER
WILMA TUCKER
JOANNE TWEDT
RUTH WAHLGREN
ELLENMAE W ALKEB.
CLIFFORD WALTON
WARREN WEBSTER
BARBARA v\"ELLS
BEATRICE WESTENDORP
SHIRLEY GAY WILLIAMS
NORMA WOODFORD
OLGA YEVTICH
JEAN YOUNG
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
J
